ii iasi paraiiei computation for large powers of an integer modulo another integer 1s presented, assuming t h a t the modulus hds only sniall prime t ac tor s
Introduction
Consider 
of parallel time (Logn)'(l).
We present boolean circuits for this problem. Provided t n a t the mouuius m has oniy sinail prime iacI.or8 p s n , the deptii is 0 ( l Q g 7 n > W l h goiyncrrnial size.
In sect.ion 2 we prcseni the technique to be Sec7tion 3 has some auxiliary parallel algorithms, for factoring numbers and Chinese remainderinp. 'The fact t h a t factoring can be achieved fast in parallel puts the consiraint oi .'srnaii prime !actors" Iii-io perspective: i t is a severe restriction, and for many applic:o~ioris ;lie illore intc..",-"' L./od2g c35c ;s :;;at 21" :iir-gc prime factors. However, the present result is the first one t h a t provides an exponential parallel speed-up of the sequential methods for modular integer powering. A slightly different problemcomputing in parallel the high-order bits of a large pc)wp~. c.f qn ln+x=ger -is cnnyirlered in A I ? (19941. In section 4 we t h e n adapt tne polynomial techiiiquc tc t h c case of intcge:s. ?'he rzsu!ting paiaZc1 algorithm for computing ab mod m. requires a special ::ax of this protlcm t o b:: "f.,erd-wircd", End yields R P-1iriiorxi family of booipa.ii circuits cl depth G ( l o g z n ) . 
Powering poiynomials
The idea of the integer powering algorithm is based on a method which is quite natural for polynomials. In this section, we explain this method and its inherent limitations.
We work over an arbitrary ground field F of characteristic zero. The model of computation (for this section only) is an arithmetic circuit with inputs and constants from F , and +. -, *, / as operations. Consider t h e following four pi-oblems, where u E F , and f , g~E ' [ x ] of degree n are inputs, and b is an n-bit integer. 
POWER-

Proof. I t is well-known t h a t t h e rational function
accociated with a gate of depth d (in an arithmetic circuit) has degree a t most 2d-1 (Kung [1976] ). Hence the depth d, of any circuit computing uZn satisfies % > n . and the claim for POWER-1 follows. Theorem 2 1 shows that the condition "cons t a n t t e r m 1" for substituting into t h e logarithm power series is not just technical, but in our context related to the parallel computational complexity Ior ail z They Lheri showed Liiat ;his piouiem is irl RNC' We now use 'SF" to denote t h e condition t h a t m , m l , ,m, have "small factors" 1 e only prime factors p 5 n This is a little more generous than t h p -r)nclitinr> 19 iClrKp~iip-Cook [1987 I We assume t h a t there exist polynomial-size circuits of depth div(n) t h a t compute the division with remainder for n -b i t integers By BeameCook-Hoover [S984] div(n) = O(Log n ) for Puniform circuits, and d i v ( n ) = O(Log n LogLog n ) for log-space uniform circuits, by Reif [1984] Theorem 3.1 The following problems can be computed by boolean circuits of polynomial size and the stated depth (1) (11) SF-MODINV, SF-LXGRANCE, and SF-CHINREM i n Proof We leave away t h e "SF-" First consider FAC-TOR The algorithm is obviuus For each number 7) 5 n , t e s t whether p is prime and determine its multiplicity in m This can be performed in depth div(n), by computing p , p 2 , p P 3 , , p n and testing for each z whether p z divides m NOW consider MODINV in the special case where m = p e , p prime We have t h e following algorithm 1 Test i f p 1 a , and return c = 0 i f "yes". 
POWER-1 is reducible in depth
where we have used the induction hypothesis in the third transformdtion Now one verifies that
and the claim follows 0 The idea is now essentially to substitute a prime number p for z rn t h e congruence of Lemma 4 I , and hope to obtain d similar congruence in Z The problem is that the Ieft hand side has denominators in the t e r m s of order greater -ban n Lemma 4 2 bounds the multiplicity of p in integers of the form 21 and 3 , j,, and Lemrna 4 3 states t h a t we do noL i u s e LOO much of Lhe r111~ia1 p i t u s i o n y t l given by Lemma 4 1 where p T ~ q ' , and note
We write t = ---%-----
From now on w e will always have s = q We will have to consider i = P7r and p r e i 7 g ' Let b , p q , t , z E N, k = 9 such t h a t p is prime, t = and p 1 b and
with ed E Q , and
From Lemma 4.1, we know t h a t
for any i , j l ,._., ji in t h e s u m for e d . It ' Furthermore,
Putting this together with t h e above congruence for S(z), we get
which is the claim of the lemma. We now describe a parallel algorithm which, on input n -b i t numbers a , b , m , computes a b mod m , if m has small prime factors. 
2.
3.
4.
5.
I t is sufficient to compute
Replacing a by 7-, we now assume t h a t p f a , and compute ab mod p' . We assume t h a t upe-' mod p' is given ("hardwired") for 1 c U < p . Find ao, f , g , z E N such t h a t 1s a. < p and 0 r f ,g , z < p e , and IJsirig binary search, compute r , t E N such t h a t I P-11
Lsitq-2 (= tq"Eq(bLq(z))). ,wgd*b--I)h E vwy age-l@-l)h vvry E c mod p e I t remains to estimate the circuit depth and size. In step 4, we assume t h a t ULL-~'-' mod p e is given. This can be hard-wired for all p ~n , 1 I U < p , and e -C n in size no('). The resulting circuit family is P-uniform, i.e the n -t h circuit can be constructed by a polynomial time bounded Turing machine on input n in unary (See Ruzzo [ 19811, Cook [ 19831, Beame-Cook-Hoover [ 19841 for discussions of uniformity.) Beame-Cook-Hoover [ 19841 have U ( l o g n ) P.-uniform circuits for division with remainder and iterated product of n-bit integers, and the size for each siep of the aigorithm is polynomial. We get the follwwing estimates for t h e circuit depth:
Step 1: O ( L o g 2 n ) .
Step 2: O ( L o g n ) .
Step 3: b0,co : U ( l 0 g n ) .
Step 4: ao,z : U(logn), g : U(logn) (table look-up),
q ! , r , t , s , v : Oblogn), w : U ( L o g 2 n ) .
Step 5:
Step 6: c ,y : U ( L o g n ) . D in f a r t , i f P > 2, a n i l p > 3 , t h e n ii = i7, r r i o~! p~ i a b~p and (i = I m o u p t are subgroups of Z,"., with 0rdt.r p -1 (namely G Z,") resp i n e -' , and Z,". . , 
